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The Complete, Hands-On Guide to Installing and Configuring VMware Site Recovery Manager
5.0Administering VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0is the complete, technical, hands-on guide
to VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) 5.0 installation and configuration for experienced
VMware professionals.VMware forum moderator and vExpert Mike Laverick fully explains SRM
5.0 s failover/failback procedures, walks readers through configuring storage replication with
hardware from several leading suppliers, and shows how to efficiently implement fast,
automated, centralized disaster recovery. Drawing on his extensive experience with SRM and
vSphere, Laverick identifies common pitfalls and errors, explains why they occur, and shows
exactly how to fix them.Fully up to date for SRM 5.0, this book delivers  in-the-trenches
technical knowledge you won t find anywhere else, including expert guidance for utilizing SRM
5.0 s advanced new vSphere Replication (VR).Coverage includesGoing  under the hood with
SRM 5.0 to thoroughly understand its operationConfiguring SRM 5.0 with Dell EqualLogic
Replication, EMC Celerra Replicator, EMC CLARiiON MirrorView, HP StorageWorks P4000
Virtual SAN Appliance with Remote Copy, and NetApp SnapMirrorConfiguring multiple LUN/
volumes with virtual machines and virtual disksInstalling VMware SRM and configuring vSphere
Replication (VR)Using VR to replicate VMs across locations without third-party storage array-
based replicationUsing VR to replicate a single VM or groups of VMs to the Recovery
SiteEfficiently configuring protected and recovery sitesUsing Reprotect Mode to accelerate
failback and enhance VM portabilityUsing dependencies and priority orders to configure SRM
based on your existing categories of applications and servicesLeveraging SRM 5.0 s scalability
improvements to serve large-scale and/or cloud environmentsDefining custom recovery
plansWorking with alarms, export histories, and access controlImplementing bidirectional
relationships and shared site configurationsScripting automated site recoveryUpgrading from
SRM 4.1 to SRM 5.0

About the AuthorMike Laverick, a former freelance VMware Certified Instructor, is a full-time
author/blogger/podcaster/speaker with eighteen years of experience in VMware and related
technologies. Now a VMware forum moderator and member of the London VMware User Group,
he runs the virtualization website and blog RTFM Education, which publishes free guides and
utilities for VMware users. Laverick has been honored with VMware s vExpert award, assisted
Irish and Scottish VMware user groups, and has published several books on VMware
technologies.
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Rus Healy, “A good resource. Laverick's cheeky and sometimes repetitive prose takes little away
from the value of this book as a good resource for learning about SRM 5.x. The book is a bit
dated, as vSphere 5.5 is the current release, but it's fundamentally accurate as the changes to
vCenter SRM 5.5 are not so significant as to be greatly different from SRM 5.0.I found the book
to be a bit unnecessarily bulked up by the inclusion of all of the step-by-step chapters on the
various SRAs for different storage providers, but because the book is organized well, I was able
to skip the information that isn't relevant to my customer environments.I bought both versions of
this book--the paperback hardcopy and the Kindle book. I found the physical book to be better
for my initial needs--developing a scope of work for a customer SRM project and deploying SRM
in my home lab in preparation for that work--but I'm sure I'll refer to the Kindle version from time
to time in the future because I don't care to lug books with me to customer sites if I can avoid it.If
there's a future edition, this book could use a good copyediting pass to make it a bit less
localized to UK English so that it's a bit easier to read for non-UK audiences. I had no trouble
with it as a US English speaker, but I think people who read English as a second language
would find some of the text more challenging to understand.The content gets five stars. The
extra bulk for screen shots of deploying every SRA, which are very similar to each other, gets
four stars. I gave it five anyway because on balance, this is a very useful book for those learning
about, deploying, or managing vCenter SRM.”

Kyle, “Full of information, but not for beginners. Excellent manual, definitely one to keep on your
shelf. However, if you have limited or no experience with SRM or Storage (specifically
replication-synchronous/asynchronous, etc) then I would NOT recommend starting with this
book. Read up on the VMware pubs site and also watch the SRM/Storage overviews on
youtube which will give you a much better overview before delving into the nitty gritty details laid
out in this book. If you do have some exposure you should be fine to catch on to most of the
items in this book with a little help from google. All others will find this book is an excellent
refresher/how-to experience for SRM.”

Chris Wahl, “A great resource written in a conversational tone. This book is a treasure trove of
experience from Mike Laverick covering VMware's SRM 5. The writing style is very human and
conversational, with plenty of little anecdotes and personal experiences to be found, which
greatly facilitates the desire to absorb this book cover to cover. The material covers many
different vendor products that are used with SRM, along with detailed visuals (screenshots and
the like) to assist the reader in understanding how they work. Even if you're not currently
purchasing or using SRM, I would recommend this book as a good way to remove the FUD
around disaster recovery in a VMware environment and get a better perspective on your options
to protect your VMs.”



Jo M. Parks, “Good read. The book is a good read despite being dated. It works to establish a
good baseline of knowledge surrounding SRM. Good source of powercli scripts.”

Donald Christian, “Great condition. Keep up the good work. Great condition. Keep up the good
work.”

Carmine Di Marco, “Five Stars. works great”

Mike DiPetrillo, “Great resource for SRM Admins. This is an excellent book on SRM. Mike has a
great way of writing in a casual tone yet conveys all of his experience with the solution. The book
is straight forward and organized well. It has detailed solution examples for several different
combinations of arrays and 3rd party technologies along with the core VMware technologies. If
you only have one choice of a book or a manual or anything else on SRM you should make this
book your choice.”

Bill Carter, “Excellent book from Mike Laverick and VMware Press. This is a terrific book from
VMware Press. Mike Laverick has provided a well written and organized book. The chapters
covering Dell, EMC, HP, and NetApp Storage Arrays are terrific. Administering VMware Site
Recovery Manager 5.0 should be on the bookshelf of VMware and Storage admins.To some the
organization and presentation of this book may seem unconventional. Chapter 1 describes Site
Recovery Manager, DR technologies, and addresses misconceptions of VMware technologies
often thought of as DR technologies. Chapters 2 - 6 individually explain how to configure Dell,
EMC Celerra, EMC CLARiiON, HP StorageWorks, and NetApp storage for VMware. Chapters 7
- 16 then cover the configuration and operation of VMware SRM. Chapters 1 plus one of 2 -6
make this book worthwhile to anyone installing a VMware solution with a SAN.Mike walks the
reader through the entire installation and configuration process with plenty of screenshots and
real world examples. It is easy to follow along as he builds out a SRM solution. As the solution is
built out, it covers advanced topics like customizations, scripting, and complex
configurations.Billy Carter”

Mr. S. O'Brien, “Very Good. A very good book which contains some excellent advice on how to
configure this product. My only gripe is that best practice recommendations are not highlighted
or bulleted.It also details how to configure storage using different storage platforms such as Dell
Netapp and EMCIf you are going to deploy SRM 5 then get this book”

The book by Vanda Battaglia has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 19 people have provided feedback.
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